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Who would have thought that the Helmeted
Honeyeater would still be around today, when
in the early days of the recovery program a
computer model predicted that if nothing was
done the bird would be extinct by 2000? The
enthusiasm and indomitable spirit of the
people who started the Friends group on May
23rd 1989 has had much to do with proving
that prediction incorrect. Thanks to Steve
Craig, the Friends founder, and many likeminded followers, the
aims of preserving and
improving the habitat
have made a huge
contribution to ensuring
our critically endangered
State bird emblem
continues to exist.
Our symbol to save
As our symbol to save,
working for the
Helmeted Honeyeater
has also aided the
lowland form of
Leadbeaters Possum.
The Helmeted Honeyeater’s unique floodplain
habitat, known as the Sedge-rich Eucalyptus
camphora Swamp is now only found in the
Yellingbo area. Once widespread in the Yarra
Valley, this special environment with its many
wonderful animals, is slowly being revegetated
to provide more habitat for a rich diversity of

indigenous species. The Friends have long
emphasised that works restoring habitat for
the Helmeted Honeyeater should also make a
direct contribution towards the conservation of
other threatened species including the
endangered lowland Leadbeaters Possum.
The nursery, a hub
Teams of volunteers have worked in the
nursery to grow over 140 different plant

species for revegetation. Seed has been
collected, fences have been erected, weeds
have been eradicated (not totally yet) and
revegetation plots have been established.
The Friends have been blessed by having
enthusiastic volunteers. It has been like a call
to arms. Some volunteers have given 25 years

of service while there are always new folk who
come in to help. The nursery is the hub of this
operation and we are very proud of it. Nursery
Managers, both voluntary and paid, have been
the reason it is so successful. They deserve
high praise.

assisted by many committee members for the
past 25 years. The Friends acknowledge the
dedicated assistance from many committee
members during that time.

Money, money, money
The Friends endeavours have had difficulties.
Educating
Lack of funding certainty for revegetation, a
At the same time as habitat protection and
prolonged drought and extensive dieback in
enrichment have been carried out, the Friends the Cockatoo Creek swamp have presented
other aim has been developed. While working
challenges which require adaptability and
in the environment is one part of saving the
creative thinking. Despite these challenges, the
Helmeted Honeyeater, educating the
Friends are proud to say that after 25 years of
community is considered essential if we are to effort the Helmeted Honeyeater population is
improve the lot of our indigenous species. In
on the rebound. Almost 100 birds in the wild!
the early days the Friends obtained funds to
Impressive breeding results at one site means
employ a Community Education Coordinator. that birds will have to be relocated to another
It worked so well that the position is now
site to avoid overcrowding. Who would have
funded by the Friends. Education material has thought that would happen?
been developed, talks to schools and
community groups are given and revegetation The State at last
projects are delivered. In addition, grants are
The State Government has supported the local
obtained from government agencies to fund
conservation groups plan to manage the
the revegetation works. The Friends have
Crown Land between the reserves from
indeed been fortunate with the calibre of the
Healesville to the Dandenong Ranges. Who
Community Education Coordinators who have would have thought that would happen? We
served in that position. We are very proud of
now await the legislation and the budget.
them.
What can be said
The committees support
Congratulations Friends of the Helmeted
Volunteers work in other fields. SupplemenHoneyeater! You are environmental gems!
tary feeding of Helmeted Honeyeaters, bird
surveys, the weekend revegetation group and
assisting at festivals are jobs for busy
volunteers. The Friends have been ably
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My first memory is of nervously shaking hands
with Bob Anderson, Sarah Wettenall and Geoff
Lade at the interview for the first Co-ordinator
position of the Friends back in early 1992. My
first impression of the group was one of a
warm, friendly and wholly committed people
who loved what they did. Nothing has
changed. I was lucky enough to be employed
as the inaugural Coordinator and I remained
working with the Friends for the best part of
the next ten years.

Noel, Maria Buetelschiess, Marie Lynch were
some of the regular working party at that time.
If only AusFresh respected the volunteer sweat
that went into establishing that corridor.

Newsletters
Visiting Sheena Geysen’s beautiful property in
Macclesfield to finalise the layout for the
newsletter; Folding newsletters and chatting
with Trish and Chris Moore; The Helmeted
Honeyeater planta-thons. One year we had
700 odd people attend over the 7 day period.
Swinging mattocks
Richard would use his annual holidays to help
Long conversations with Mick Keenan in the
me plan and co-ordinate this huge event;
Rangers Office when Mick still lived in the log Margaret Williams and Maureen Bond served
cabin; Mark Ashby and Richard Case swinging endless cups of cordial at the Cockatoo Creek
on mattocks all day to scalp the exotic grasses block.
off as the volunteer planters came behind
them. Mark moved on to
Free food
create his environmental
Kaye Case collected the
restoration business Indigfree food from Bayswater
We-Do and his daughter
Bakery. It was massive
Lis who joined us as a
collective effort. Ice cold
child on those planting
beer drunk at dusk on the
days has had a very
verandah at the end of it
successful career with
all;
DEPI.
Conversations with Mick
Kealy over lunch on the
Yellow Box
verandah of the log cabin;
Working with Gwyneth
The success of
Taylor at the Healesville
establishing the nursery at
Community Nursery with
Yellingbo shared with the
my son James smiling over
regular crew for many
my shoulder from the back
years during the 1990’s –
pack. Gwyneth advised me
Julian and Joan Serpell,
to record the magic
Marie Lynch, Dudley and
moments and phrases of
Noel Gross, Doris Bevan,
my children as they grew.
Gil Sones, David Cox and
I did and now with a 20
Natalie and Murray
year old James and 18
Stewart. Gil and Julian at
year old Daniel (and failing
the pump box next to the
memory), I treasure those
small office, trying again
recorded memories; Lunch under the old
to get water back to the nursery. Julian and
Yellow Box during a planting of the corridor to Joan’s thermos and lunch containers probably
connect Sheep Station Creek and the Woori
purchased in the 60’s and still going strong in
Yallock Creek. Richard Case, Dudley and
the 90’s, reminded me of my childhood;

Monitoring Powerful Owls and Yellow bellied
Gliders with Steve Craig and Bob Taylor.
Unforgettable nights with Bob
Unforgettable nights in Butterfield Reserve
with Bob. One night I was posted to watch
over a Yellow bellied Glider den tree. The
Gliders appeared at the same time as tens of
bats starting flying from another tree crevice
not 10 metres away and then out came two
Boobook Owl chicks from another spout in a
Mountain Grey Gum close by. A feast of
wildlife!

I well remember the first public meeting at
which the Friends were formed. Two hundred
people from a wide variety of backgrounds
crowded into the Lilydale Senior Citizens Hall.
The tale we were told was cause for despair
but that didn’t happen. The organizers had a
plan. A group was to be formed composed of a
number of active sub-groups. I volunteered for
the Survey Team because that was what I
wanted to do and for the Works Group
because I felt that was what was needed. It’s
always been about the habitat.

The fun and friendship shared with Ranger
John Bye, Gordon Windebank, Bruce, Marita
and Jeff, Vivian, Margot, Debbie and Steve,
others mentioned already and those I have
failed to mention.
And Bob Anderson OAM who is forever the
gentle ambassador, who never says never and
the person who encapsulates all that the
Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater still are
and have been.
Thanks for the memories.

Thirteen Nurseries
At the time, the Reserve
was well resourced. Two
Rangers, 4WD’s, two
tractors, a fully kitted out
works depot including
vehicle inspection pit, a
works crew on site and
another larger crew at Yarra Junction if my
memory serves me well. So the focus of the
Friends Works Group was to be on private
land close to the reserve. Landowners were
contacted, seed was collected and nurseries
Let's see this bird
were asked to grow the seed for free.
The first Works Group leader was Richard
Amazingly, our plants were grown by 13
Davey, followed by Mark Ashby. One of the
nurseries all over the eastern side of
first things we did was go out to see this bird
Melbourne. With all the good will in the world,
that all the fuss was about. So we trundled out it was a nightmare to coordinate the recovery
to a private property on Macclesfield Creek,
of the plants and was soon obvious that we
parking near the old shed and walking down to needed our own nursery. But that’s another
the area on the floodplain that would become
story.
known as Superpair’s territory. They were even
more magnificent than I expected. These tiny, Coughs and splutters
brilliant birds in this isolated patch of bush on I was asked to bring a load of plants in 6” pots
the backdoor of a major city. How could they
back from the Department’s nursery at
survive? Not without Friends. This was the
Powelltown. So I wandered off with a tandem
first of many firsts for the Works Group,
trailer borrowed from someone. All went well
beating the Survey Team by a couple of weeks till I arrived back at Yellingbo. “Now we have to
when they saw the birds down at Parslows
take them out to the planting site” smiled
Bridge.
Ranger Mick Keenan. Exciting I thought. His
Landcruiser was already full with another load

of plants so I followed behind. We entered the
MMBW easement off Beenak Road, skirted
around Roma Hill and somehow connected
with the old western boundary track. Then we
started to go up, or at least the Landcruiser in
front did. My poor little Subaru coughed
and spluttered about a quarter way up
then died. “Don’t worry, just roll back and
try again” said the young Ranger who was
with me. I did as asked, plants bouncing
vertically, sideways and just plain off the
trailer with the same result. My nerve
shattered, I asked the Ranger to have a try.
To my utter astonishment he got no
further than me. So the upshot was the
trailer had to be unhooked and towed up
by the Landcruiser. No problem.
Friends First Planting
All this was a prelude to the Friends first
planting on Woori Yallock Creek. It was
reached from the Carters Lane extension
by climbing over two fences, going straight
down the hill on the track the Rangers had
slashed, through the drainage line and out to
the boggy paddock. With my wheelbarrow. And
my spade, fork and rake. I don’t think I’d do
that these days. There were about 80 people
planting on the Saturday and about 50 on the
Sunday, it was a great feeling, we were going
to save this little bird in oh, five years or so. As
we dug the holes many of them filled with
water, it’s still one of the wettest sites I’ve
planted outside of Cockatoo Swamp. Often, we
would unearth a very slender skink with a
beautiful lemon yellow belly. I later found out
that these were McCoy’s Skinks. They
appeared to be in some kind of torpor so I
hope they survived their disturbance.
Busy, busy, busy...
Behind the scenes things just got more and
more busy. There was an information day for
local landholders, revegetation plans and
contracts were drawn up for private land,
there were grants to be organized, and the
work commenced simultaneously on multiple
private sites. I wasn’t on the Committee then
so I didn’t feel the pressure of this. I was quite
happy to think of myself as just a volunteer.

Digging postholes
As I saw more and more of the work of my
comrades I realised that the words just and
volunteer don’t belong in the same sentence.

One time I was out with Steve Craig digging
fence post holes. Most of our work is in
alluvium but this was a rocky site up near
Macclesfield Road. Steve had got this great big
two-man post hole digger with each handle
sticking out nearly a metre. The idea was to
both lean on these and let the drill bit draw
down into the earth, occasionally clearing the
bit. Until it hit a rock, then, physics being
what it is, the bit would stop rotating and the
engine and handles would kick like a mule. I
came out of that day black and blue. I had to
go to work the next day but the job wasn’t
done, so Steve finished it off by himself. A
remarkable man.
Nursery starting up
Work continued on the private properties
under the inspiring leadership of Mark Ashby.
The Works Group now had a core of about 20
or so volunteers who would come along to
most things. Works Days were often on both
the Saturday and the Sunday and I’m pretty
sure there was one month where there was
something on each weekend. The Survey Team
was still active and the Nursery was starting
up so volunteers were pulled in many
directions.

drainage line feeding down toward Woori
Yallock Creek, we thought the system was
driven by rainfall. Not so. When the rain
stopped, the water kept flowing, spring fed and
seeping out of the side of the hills. This left us
with only a short time to spray as it was too
wet even in early summer. Early attempts at
broad scale spraying were a failure so we
changed to spraying 2m x 2m squares and
removing the dead weeds with fire rakehoes.
This seemed to be working so we mixed our
seed with sand and sowed into these. Before it
could germinate the weather changed and the
seed was washed downhill to the edge of the
square where the weeds out-competed it.
Slashed funding
Undaunted, we tried again, this time spraying
The Works Group went through a bit of soul
1m x 1m squares. Again we sowed, this time
searching. Works days were reduced to one a
month. Work continued on our existing private the results were better although there was
contracts. We got outside volunteer assistance some washout and the weed competition was
stronger. By now we had run out of every
from the Australian Trust for Conservation
Volunteers. Marie Lynch, who had had to give suitable seed type in our store, as a result our
up active planting duties, provided the Works Nursery really struggled over the next two
years until we built up our stocks again. Each
Group with afternoon teas. And school and
scout groups came to plant in the Reserve. The time I drive past I look at it with pride. It’s a
pretty spot and to look at it you wouldn’t know
biggest change was the realization that the
how difficult it was.
Department’s slashed
funding was not coming back
The Taj
anytime soon. Core works in
Another thing we
the Reserve were being
did was to erect the
neglected and the Friends
shade cloth work
were going to have to cover it.
shelter at the
So we worked to complete
nursery,
our contracts on private
nicknamed “The
land, I think the final figures
Taj”. I was very
were something like 11,000
much in the back
plants on six private
seat on this
properties covering one
project, which was
hectare. Most of these were
planned and
put in with mattocks and
spades, Hamilton tree planters being adopted executed by Jeff Dickinson. When we put it up
it was so cold it snowed, well OK, it was sleet,
later.
but still the coldest Reveg day on record. The
Taj has now been replaced by the much larger,
Spraying strategies
all weather steel structure on the same site.
One interesting project was a direct seeding
trial. This was conceived in the early days as
good results were being had in other districts. In 1998, Gaye Gadsden, our Coordinator,
came up with an idea to generate as much
Weed control is crucial to direct seeding, so
publicity and excitement as possible by getting
the whole thing was going to be a highly
everyone we could to come out and plant over
mechanized affair with a boom sprayer and
direct seeding machine. The site chosen taught a one week period. We would call it The
Plantathon. Months of planning followed. It
us a lot about our area. A valley with a
Cockatoo a sewer?
About this time I joined the Committee which
really made my head spin. Matilda the trailer
was bought and fitted out for plant transport,
followed by Furphy the other trailer, our water
tanker. We opposed a proposal to run
sewerage through Cockatoo Swamp, Mark led
the way on this one. And we continued
planting. Friends groups had sprung up
everywhere and we were no longer the novelty
we once were. Works Group numbers began to
decline. Time passed and I became the Works
Group leader.

took me, Gaye, Ranger John Bye and others
most of a week just to set up the plants in the
Nursery. It was a massive effort, the statistics
speak for themselves: 700 people were
involved, 14,000 plants went in, covering two
hectares on three sites, the main site being at
the corner of Macclesfield and Beenak Roads.
It was a huge success and the Plantathons
continued in this format for another four
years. We then decided to run them
throughout the year, this allowed the schools
to choose the date that suited them and
placed less strain on our
growing resources,
Nursery and Works
Group volunteers. A big
thank-you to all who
have participated.

wreaking absolute havoc through Red and
upper Green sites.
Growling Grass Frog
In the same year the Works Group had a win
when the endangered Growling Grass Frog
was detected during the November Reveg Day,
on private property adjacent to the Reserve.
They were monitored for a few years by frog
experts but it became one of those bitter sweet
things when the dam they were using was
breached by a wombat burrow and they have
not been heard
since.

Small Fences
For our 15th
Birthday planting,
we revived the idea
We had a thank-you of a
of building small
different kind when we
fences that wombats
were fencing off a small
can easily go
plot for our 10th
around. This seemed
birthday planting at the
to work and
D1 aviary site on Woori
provided protection
Yallock Creek. My car
for our plants which
was nearby with fencing material tied to the
were now being browsed to death by deer and
roof. The resident Helmeted Honeyeaters,
wallabies using wombat burrows in larger
somewhat used to humans, had perched on
fences. This has now become the pattern of
the roof, expecting food. However incongruous, much of the revegetation work in the Reserve.
it was great to see them at this reintroduction
site and I think we all had a spring in our step In 2005 the Works Group was asked to set up
that morning.
the first release aviary on Cockatoo Creek.
Originally at Healesville Sanctuary, it may
Dieback
have been used on Woori Yallock Creek before
The Friends have also been involved in
being used at Bunyip State Park. Thank
planting at Healesville Sanctuary, both the
goodness all the parts were marked and
Flooded Forest exhibit and replanting the
Ranger Mick Kealy was on hand to help us
breeding aviaries.
sort it out!
In 2003 Macclesfield Creek stopped flowing for
the first time and Woori Yallock Creek was at
Chemical Free, not quite
it’s lowest level since the Friends started. All
At a Committee meeting someone suggested
24,000 nursery plants had to be sent offsite to that the seed supply of a small patch of the
Elspeth & Garry Jacobs’ property to wait out
weed Quaking Grass could be exhausted
the summer.
simply by brushcutting it before it set seed.
About this time the dieback of Cockatoo
Too easy, right? So off we went for three years
Swamp began to advance and became a major or so but the patch just kept spreading.
cause of concern. It had been confined to the
Finally I had to admit it wasn’t working,
east of a levee bank erected in the 1950’s for
maybe we had the wrong brand of brushcutter
farming operations. Now it has advanced west, or something! After a bit of head scratching we

decided to try total plant removal. The first
year was a major effort but there seemed to be
a few less, so we tried again. By the third year,
there was a major improvement and we were
on the way to chemical-free eradication of the
weed from the house down to the creek.
So we entered a new phase, where we seek not
to control but to eradicate a weed or a small
patch of weeds from the Reserve. We recognise
that we cannot do much about major weeds
such as Blackberry, Thistles, St Peters Wort
and others and that Parks Vic and their
contractors must deal with these. But we do
what we can. We believe we have eradicated
Tree Tobacco. There is one known Pampas
Grass remaining. A woody weed is on it’s last
legs. An Angled Onion infestation has been
reduced to a handful of plants and work has
started on a second patch. A two hectare
Montpellier Broom patch, originally cleared by
Green Corps, is maintained by us and we only
found two plants last year. A small Bulbil
Watsonia patch has almost given up. A larger
Montebretia patch is gone. Two separate, large

A Riveting Reveg Day
The 18th of May will be our regular
revegetation day and because it is our
Birthday soon we will be making a special
day of it. So come and join us for a
celebratory planting in the Yellingbo reserve.
Bring your own gloves, gumboots and lunch
– we’ll provide the rest.

patches of Forget-me-not are now reduced to
isolated plants. Ragwort is removed on sight.
Several Gorse patches, originally cleared by
Ranger Mick Keenan and a work experience
student (brave lad) are under maintenance.
Inkweed has been given a through thrashing
although now we have discovered the
motherlode we may need some chemical
assistance. And the latest to add to the list is
Giant Brome.
So our general calendar now looks like this:
September to November or December: weeding.
December to April or May: seed collection. May
or June to August: planting.
Some wonderful country
I’ll close now with the words that inspired me a
quarter of a century ago, at that first meeting,
when Colin Barraclough of the Bird Observers
Club said “...come on up to Yellingbo, by gee
you’ll see some wonderful country.”

Exclusive Members only Bird tour
In May to celebrate our 25th Birthday we are offering a one off chance to those
members who have not seen the bird in the wild to do so with the help of one of our
expert volunteer guides.
The tour will last for approx an hour in a small group and you will be driven into the
reserve. Tours will be conducted on Saturday the 17th May (before our birthday
bash) at 9am and 10am and on Thursday the 22nd May at 9am and 10am.
So join us in this members only tour to one of the last remain places you can see the
Helmeted Honeyeater in the wild. Spaces are limited and will be on a first in first served
basis.

2013/2014 Breeding Season
Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve
Our goals for the 2013/2014 breeding season
for Helmeted Honeyeaters were rather
ambitious because typically releases of
captive-bred birds have been conducted in
non-breeding seasons. However, the
establishment of a new release site, the release
and routine management associated with the
honeyeaters’ breeding were all achieved,
testimony to the dedication of volunteers and
staff of various agencies working on the
program and the Helmeted Honeyeaters too!
And while we can look back on the breeding
season’s outcomes with pleasure, there will be
no complacency as we endeavour to capitalise
on those successes in forthcoming months!
High post-fledging survival
Figures provided in the last edition of He Ho
Herald for the 2013/2014 breeding season
remain unchanged and are therefore the final
figures. Sixteen breeding pairs produced 36
fledglings and it is almost 10 years since a
similar number of fledglings have been
produced. Most of the 2013/2014 breeding
season fledglings have been recorded recently
and thus, post-fledging survival has been high.
Twelve Helmeted Honeyeaters bred at
Healesville Sanctuary during the 2012/2013
breeding season were released into a new

location at Yellingbo on 24th October (2013).
24.5 weeks post-release, 11 of these released
individuals were being recorded (one individual
was not recorded after release day).

'Light-green' aka cmwpn
Female cmwpn (her code) has been recorded at
the Cockatoo Swamp release site on three
occasions between mid - March and early April

2014. It is fascinating she has found her way
to that colony because it is in another valley to
her release site. If she travelled over the ridge
between the two creeks in a straight line (as
the He Ho flies!), it is about a 1.6km trip both
ways. If she followed creek systems, then it
would be a much longer trip. Interestingly, she

captive-bred birds. Thirty-two Helmeted
Honeyeaters have been banded since
September 2013; blood samples for DNA have
been obtained from 30 of these individuals. A
previously banded individual also was DNAsampled recently. Most of the wild population
has now been DNA-sampled to track
relatedness and genetic composition and
analyses for this work will hopefully be done
later this year.
SuperMum
While outcomes of the 2013/2014 breeding
season were extremely positive, there were
some unwelcomed happenings too. A female
Helmeted Honeyeater with code cmppb and
affectionately called “SuperMum” because of
her exceptional breeding success was
euthanized just after the breeding season.
Lameness in SuperMum’s right foot caused us
to take her to Healesville Sanctuary’s
Australian Wildlife Health Centre on 21st
January 2014 for treatment. She was
diagnosed with gout, a terminal illness in
birds. That same day she was returned to the
wild temporarily to finish raising her fledglings
with the view of removing and euthanizing her
when her condition deteriorated and this
occurred on 20th February 2014.

was the only one of four females at the new
release site that apparently did not pair to a
male during the 2013/2014 breeding season.
While she has been at her release site more
recently, she may still need to 'satisfy' that
innate dispersal instinct that female Helmeted
Honeyeaters have despite being translocated
from Healesville Sanctuary to Yellingbo. It will
be interesting to see where she eventually
settles! Her movement between the creeks
reinforces the importance of habitat corridors
across the landscape that link larger blocks of
native vegetation.
The population
The total population of Helmeted Honeyeaters
at Yellingbo has increased to approximately
100 individuals on the back of a successful
2013/2014 breeding season and release of

SuperMum's legacy
SuperMum and her mate SuperDad (cmuub)
had 14 nest attempts between 2009/2010 and
2013/2014, 10 of which produced at least one
fledgling. She is survived by SuperDad and 11
sons and daughters and four grand offspring.
Meanwhile, those of us fortunate enough to
visit their home will be reminded of this pair’s
exceptionally high breeding success by the
surviving progeny and nests scattered
throughout their territory, many of which were
in obvious locations. Hopefully, SuperDad will
find a new mate before the 2014/2015
breeding season!
On 11th March 2014, an unbanded fledgling
from the naturally occurring colony at
Cockatoo Swamp was euthanized because of a
dislocated hip. The cause of this injury was
unknown and it was discovered too long after
the incident to have the hip successfully put
back into place. The prognosis was increasing

discomfort and euthanasia was the kindest
course of action.
Another fledgling was at Healesville Sanctuary
Animal Hospital for about four days in late
January – early February (2014) receiving
treatment for a scratched cornea and swollen
toes. It was successfully rehabilitated before
being returned to the wild.

Helmeted Honeyeaters and male gippslandicus
were sighted. A second banded gippslandicus
(gy:-m) had been photographed by a remote
camera at Confluence 2 (Bunyip River – Black
Snake Creek Confluence) on 12th February
2014.

Survivors
These three Helmeted Honeyeaters can be
regarded as “real survivors” because none are
Translocation
Our next major task in the field program is to young and they have been living without
translocate most of the 2013/2014 fledglings
supplementary food. They experienced very
from the release site at Cockatoo Swamp to
different beginnings at Bunyip. Female cbmw
another area of the reserve. It is planned to
was released into the wild at Tonimbuk Site 2
take some to the second release site while
with other captive-bred, immature Helmeted
others will go to another location on the same Honeyeaters on 30th March 2006. The male
creek. Translocating the immature birds from wp:mp is wild-bred, hatching at Tonimbuk Site
the Cockatoo Swamp release site will free-up
1 in late October 2006. Female crrbm was
space at that colony for the next season’s
captive-bred but placed into a Tonimbuk Site 2
fledglings. Additionally, habitat at the sites
nest as a chick during September 2008; she
they will be taken too is regarded as healthier was raised with a wild-bred youngster by a
than any riparian habitat in the Cockatoo
pair that included female cbmw! Although the
Creek arm of the reserve.
majority of Helmeted Honeyeaters in Bunyip
State Park have disappeared, these three
provide much hope for future releases of
Bunyip State Park
A male (wp:mp) and female (crrbm), which
captive-bred birds in reserves away from
were not confirmed to be a breeding pair, were Yellingbo.
recorded at Labertouche North Confluence 1
(Bunyip River – Tea Tree Creek Confluence)
A wish
during the 2013/2014 breeding season. On
Happy 25th Birthday to the Friends of the
15th February 2014, Huib Ottow found and
Helmeted Honeyeater and congratulations for
photographed this pair and a breeding pair
the vast number of achievements the Friends
comprising a gippslandicus male (uu:-m) and have gained.
cassidix female (cbmw) feeding two hybrid
young at this site. A third immature bird, older Thank you for all the dedicated work done
than the two being fed, was also present.
with such expertise over the past quarter of a
More recently (21st March 2014), the three
century!

Looking back, I am both aware and very
these people has fundamentally transformed
grateful to follow in the footsteps of some very the Yellingbo landscape, transforming
capable coordinators. The drive and passion of paddocks and degraded remnant into the

forests of the future. Of course they didn’t do it
all by themselves, the strengths of the
Coordinators lay in drawing on the wealth of
on-ground knowledge embodied within the
Friends membership, and the ability to
motivate large groups of people to take action
for the environment.
The HeHo story
Our Coordinators have also made their mark
within the community
landscape, telling the
Helmeted Honeyeater
story to thousands of
school children and
community members.
This has spurred a whole
range of creative actions
to maintain the Helmeted
Honeyeater on the agenda
of our society’s decisionmakers. Most
significantly however, it
has realized
intergenerational change
within our community –
children who participated
in education and
revegetation activities in
the early days are now
bringing their own
children to these events.
Awareness and action has
been realized in the long
term, with the Helmeted
Honeyeater becoming part of the fabric of our
local community.
Sharing resources
Looking forward, the task ahead is still great
with much habitat in the Reserve still to be
restored. Standing beneath 20 metre tall
plantings from the 1990s, or leafing through
photo albums of schools planting days,
reminds me I have big shoes to fill. This is a
challenge I relish however. I have been working
collaboratively with all stakeholder agencies to
ensure our revegetation program is part of a
wider shared vision for ecological restoration of
Yellingbo. This has allowed us to share
resources with partner agencies, which means

more ‘bang for buck’ for our projects.
Importantly, it has also allowed the Friends to
feed in 25 years of experience into the
planning process, and ensure our enormous
contribution to the Reserve is not forgotten.
Plantings coming
Our revegetation program is well resourced for
the next 2 years with 16 fenced plots, remnant
habitat enrichment in the vicinity of the Woori1 release site, and
broadscale tubestock
planting in the 3.2ha
confluence site (Woori
Yallock & Cockatoo
creeks) all scheduled. As
you read this deer
exclusion fences are
being installed and
weeds treated in
preparation for schools
and community
plantings.
Multimedia
I’m excited to have local
schools re-engaged with
our education program,
in particular our two
‘bookend’ schools,
Yellingbo PS and
Macclesfield PS.
Ambassadors from these
schools are undertaking
some very interesting
projects this year, including a multimedia
production for sharing within their
communities.

Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday

18 May
8 June
13 July
10 August
14 Septembe

Private land
Finally, many stars have aligned this year. The
Helmeted Honeyeater population is performing
well with increased management
interventions. Yellingbo Reserve will see the
delivery of a very significant volume of
ecological restoration works, funded and
collaboratively planned between many
agencies and the FOHH. The State
Government has also supported VEAC
recommendations to establish a state emblems
park in our district. We must not rest on our
laurels however. Our education program

should not only focus on encouraging action
on public land. Recent predictive modeling of
Helmeted Honeyeater habitat conducted by
Arthur Rylah institute scientists shows that
public land options for Helmeted Honeyeaters
are limited. Private land clearly has a role to
play in ensuring the recovery of the species for
the next 25 years and beyond. I will continue
to use our education program to foster a sense
of voluntary private land stewardship and
celebrate those in our community who are
working to ensure their property is part of the
story of Helmeted Honeyeater recovery.

Over the 25 years of the group, donations have been very valuable as they have enabled us
to do many varied projects.
To buy new nursery benches and countless other large and small nursery improvements
which not only greatly expanded our capacity to grow plants but also makes it a safe and
comfortable place for the volunteer workforce; To purchase waders, nest cameras and give
ongoing support to our field Ornithologist and to the supplementary feeding program that
directly support and foster the bird in the wild; To buy many years ago our plant trailer
“Matilda”, and to give her a brand new look; To publish 4 books to date, many versions of
our calendar and membership brochure, mountains of display and educational materials,
this newsletter as well as produce education kits in various forms over the entire 25 years
of our existence; Allow us to improve the Depot shed so it can be used for school group and
the Rangers House which we use daily; To buy specialty equipment to help in our revegetation projects and to put thousands of trees in the ground which help create the habitat so
vital to our precious Bird.
Your donations are important to us and we would like to thank and acknowledge the
following for their recent donations;
Kathrine McLean, Vivian Price, Marc Caruna,
Peter & Kaye Best, Gillian Rayner, Jan
Fleming, Jean Galliot, Colin Barraclough,
Margaret Williams, Robin & Keith Anker, Mt
Lilydale College, Dawn Neylan, Christine
Duncan, Viv Williams, Lindsay Thomson,
Margaret Ross, Wendy Anderson, Kurt &

Peter Caley, Caroline Woodford, Murray &
Natalie Stewart, Shirley Everet, Maudie
Shackleford, Irene Peary, Dianne Coates,
Richard Case, The Case Family, Marjorie Case,
Bev & Garry Faram, Frank Dean, Ray Radford,
Lou & Andrew Thomas, Peter Bellis, Dudley &
Noel Gross, Matt Craig, Ngaio Buck, Jack

Shirley Ruhsam, Michelle Faram & Robin
Airey, Kim Wormald, Jo Antrobus.
Young, Margaret Cantwell, Bruce & Sue Tardif,

Celebratory Yellingbo Bird Walk

Please join us for a stroll through Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve (YNCR) with
David Ap-Thomas, our bird expert extraordinaire who will lead the walk and describe the
bird species on show that morning. Raptors are common here as well as Herons and many
species of Honeyeater, Treecreepers and Whistlers. Keep a lookout for
Swamp Wallabies, Echidnas, Frogs and all types of Fungi as well!
David has been coming to YNCR regularly for 33 years, with most of
those years as a monthly bird walk leader. He has an excellent
knowledge of the birds of the area and can identify most, if not all, by
call as well as visually. This is no mean feat, with a combined total of
192 species of birds having been sighted in YNCR.
David can tell you what plants are important to attract birds into
your garden and knows the approximate times that migratory species are due to arrive in
the area. David describes YNCR as a wonderful place for all wildlife and flora. Ask him
about the very special Manna Gum that will be the starting point for our walk.

Since I began working at the Friends nursery
way back in February 2005 many positive
changes have taken place.
Watering system
Improvements to the watering system,
including the addition of two large capacity
water storage tanks, which have given us a
more reliable reserve of water over summer
and meant water no longer has to be pumped
directly from the creek into the nursery
irrigation system. No more mud clogging the

sprinklers.
The nursery has gradually
expanded with new stock
holding areas’ being
created, as demand for our
plants has increased. Our
plants are now protected
by an external fence.
Stop the cows
No more escaped cows
wandering through.

We have installed wire benches throughout the
entire stock holding areas with the assistance
of generous donations from our members. Now
the majority of plant stock is off the ground.
Not only better for the plants but it makes it

ever. In the past month over 10,000 plants
were planted in the Yellingbo Reserve as part
of a trial planting for the two million trees
project. In spring we will be supplying another
20,000 trees for this project. Melbourne Water
and Yarra
Ranges Council
have also placed
orders for
autumn for
approximately
35,000 plants.

Can we do it
I look back now
and recall a time
in the first years
of my time at the
HeHo nursery,
when we usually
received orders
for about 10,000
plants from
Parks Victoria
for the year and
much easier to maintain and shift stock
approximately 5,000 for Melbourne Water and
around. A separate nursery sales area has
suddenly we were given an additional order for
been created.to cater for the growing number
10,000 plants for a project on Sheepstation
of people visiting the nursery.
Creek, at the Oz Fresh Strawberry Farm.
A new and enlarged covered work area
Questions were raised. Could we do it? The
replaced the previous shade cloth covered
order pushed us to our limits but we got it
structure and more recently the floor area was together.
concreted along with the base of the potting
mix storage bin.
Wow!
We currently have around 25 volunteers who
Now when I go past the revegetation site on
regularly attend nursery days and a few more the way to Woori Yallock I look with pride and
who attend less frequently. The lunch room
pleasure at the growing forest and think our
can be quite a squeeze on a rainy day. It is
team at the Friends of the Helmeted
always great when the sun shines and we can Honeyeater grew those plants and helped to
sit outside enjoying morning tea or lunch
make it happen. Wow! And this is just one of
together. Over the years we have also had lots many successful revegetation projects that the
of school, corporate and other groups come to Friends have been involved in.
assist in the nursery.
Congratulations to the Friends of the Helmeted
Honeyeater in their 25th year and to all the
Production on the rise
Production of tube stock has steadily risen
volunteers who have made it happen. May
over the years. For example in 2007 we
there be many more great achievements in the
produced approximately 40,000 plants but by years to follow.
2012 we were producing approximately 85,000
annually. This year we will be busier than

Messmate

Evan Elpus

As Canada looks proudly to the maple,
As Welshmen hymn the beauties of the ash,
As England's oak, the Royal Navy's staple
And thus revered, was never felled for cash;

The end of our scheduled seed collection for
the year, as we move into planting season.

As Californians boast of their sequoia, and
'O Tannenbaum' sing Eva, Fritz & Klaus,
Can you guess the likely fate
Of that lone hilltop messmate?
..." It's comin' down, it's frettenin' th' youse"

it’s the end of season for it.

We went on to the Depot 2
Not much to report on for the Reveg Day of the Aviary site wetland. On the
way we came across a
9th of February; it was cancelled due to a
total fire ban.
Copperhead snake. About one
metre long, rather rotund and
fairly lively. Relying on it’s
The 9th of March began with the usual
rubbish pick up at Parslows Bridge. Not too
natural camouflage, it remained still as we
bad in the Reserve but the car park was awful. approached, only when we were two metres
So bad I ran out of time and had to return at
away did it move, sliding as fast as it’s ribs
the end of the day.
could carry it! We gave it a wide berth and
skirted around it to get to the
Seed collecting
On to happier things, we
were seed collecting in the
wetlands on a lovely sunny
day in April. Starting at
Shaw Road Wetland, we
collected Flecked Flat Sedge
and searched for Leafy Flat
Sedge. The main area for
this is on the north-east
corner of the wetland, near
Vim Alley. Sadly, no seed, it
all looked very old. Heaps of
Grey Fantails were about
and we looked to see if any
of the Tasmanian subspecies were among them
but all the ones I saw were
the local sub-species.
Wonderful creatures. A
White-necked Heron squarked at us and
Victorian Smooth Froglets were starting to
wetland. We searched here for Leafy Flat Sedge
call. We collected Tassel Sedge but not much, but couldn’t find any. Plenty of Flecked Flat

Sedge though. So we collected Tall Sedge
Although some plant recruitment is occurring,
instead. Some of it looked as though it had
they appear to be browsed as soon as they are
been eaten by birds, perhaps Firetail Finches? big enough to be noticed. An experimental
planting of Hakea using unguarded but
After lunch, we went over to Cockatoo Creek to skilfully hidden plants appears to have been
collect Sweet Bursaria, a finicky (read spiny)
browsed into oblivion. Lots of deer scats hint
plant to collect from. We collected a bagful and at the culprits.
there’s plenty more still there if required. This
plant seems to have both long flowering and
At lunch, we sat at the dam and listened to the
ripening seasons. On the way back, we
birds and the frogs: White-eared Honeyeater,
collected Swamp Daisy-Bush from near the
Yellow-faced Honeyeater, Silvereye, Golden
Pipeline.
Whistler, Grey Shrike-thrush, Common
Froglet, Victorian Smooth Froglet and
Southern Brown Tree Frog.
Onto the floodplain
We then moved down onto the floodplain to
collect Yellow Hakea which grows here. The
health of the few specimens which survived
the drought is improving and they are bearing
more seed. The other good news is happening
inside the reveg cages where many of the small
Yellow Hakeas look as though they should
bear fruit in the next one or two years. The
other species are growing well too and we hope
they can get their roots into the water table
before the next drought comes along.
On the 13th of April we had some interesting
weather. It had been raining for the past few
days but the creek was not flooded. Low cloud
in Melbourne lifted to blue sky and cumulus
around Yellingbo and Queensland had an
unseasonable tropical cyclone. As I arrived, a
pair of Common Bronzewings flew out of the
trees and into the paddock, Grey Butcherbirds
were in fine autumn voice and Yellow-tailed
Black-Cockatoos looked at me from the trees
around the Nursery.
Today we were collecting Hakea seed so we
went up to the Macclesfield Creek Bushland.
On the way in we saw three Eastern Grey
Kangaroos hopping through the bushland. We
split into two parties, one to search the upper
section and the other the lower. Although we
collected the three Hakea species that occur in
the bushland section, the numbers were way
down. Drought and browsing have taken their
toll and most of the shrub layer has gone
including the once numerous Silver Banksia.

While relieving a fallen Mountain Swamp Gum
of it’s seed, we heard that distinctive contact
call, Helmeted Honeyeater! We fanned out
through the bush but no luck. Back to seed
collection. It called again! This time Jeff
sneaked forward and tracked it down to some
denser bush on the edge of the floodplain. It
was an unbanded adult.
We hope it has a partner out there somewhere.
We drove back via the old boundary track,
hoping for more Yellow Hakea but didn’t see
much. We did find a rather large Echidna near
Red Site though. With all the noise we were
making it froze in position under a small bush
so we left it in peace.
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Contact details
Name:
Address:
Daytime phone:
e-mail:

please use blockletters
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Merchandise Order Form
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All quoted prices and stock availability are current as at date stated on previous page are subject to
change without notice. To avoid disappointment, please check with us before placing your order .
Payment options
1. By post. Please mail this form and your payment to: Att: Merchandise officer Friends of the
Helmeted Honeyeater PO Box 131, Woori Yallock, VIC 3139
2. Online banking. Please email or post this completed order form when paying through online
banking E: heho1@optusnet.com.au
Account name: Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater Inc Running account
Bank: Bendigo Bank, Woori Yallock. BSB: 633108 Account number: 138839170
Reference field: Please write ‘Merchandise order’ AND your full name so we can identify the payee
and send your order without delay.

To contact any of the above call the office Ph.59648341
Contact Bruce and Richard directly at:
Bruce: 5954 4010 Richard: 9720 4062

Quite a few 'Friends' come together once or
twice a week to work in the Nursery, starting
what may become stately trees or lovely
blooming bush.
On this page we show you every issue a

shining example of what all that toil and
trouble can lead to.
This time we have choosen the lovely
Banksia spinulosa
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